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ABSTRACT

Shakespeare was introduced into the Romanian Principalities between 1830 and 1855, beginning with a production of The Merchant of Venice, translated from a French adaptation of the play. This essay considers the dearth of critical attention paid to the influence of French melodrama in Southeastern Europe, and in Romania in particular; examines the circulation of Shakespearean productions in this area; and investigates the various processes of de-and re-contextualization involved in the melodramatic adaptation of The Merchant of Venice in France in the 1830s and in its translation/ performance in the Romanian Principalities in the 1850s.
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RESUMO: Shakespeare foi introduzido nos Principados Romenos entre 1830 e 1855, começando com uma produção de The Merchant of Venice, traduzida a partir de uma adaptação francesa da peça. Este ensaio considera a escassez de atenção crítica prestada à influência do melodrama francês no sudeste europeu e na Roménia em particular; examina-se a circulação de produções shakespearianas nesta região e investiga-se os vários processos de descontextualização e recontextualização envolvidos na adaptação melodramática de The Merchant of Venice em França na década de 1830 e a sua tradução/ representação teatral nos Principados Romenos na década de 1850.

*Translation into Portuguese by Miguel Ramalhete.*
The mystery around the first Romanian *Shylock* performance

While the dissemination of eighteenth-century German adaptations in Eastern Europe (mostly in the Habsburg Empire) has already been tackled, the spread of nineteenth-century French Romantic versions of Shakespeare has hardly been broached.¹ This paper will look at the “French connection” of the transnational diffusion of Shakespeare in Eastern Europe and will focus on the Bard’s early introduction into the Romanian Principalities (Wallachia and Moldavia) at a time when they were still part of the Ottoman Empire, but had recently been placed on Europe’s map. This period starts with the peace of Adrianople between the Ottoman and Russian empires in 1829 and ends with another Russian-Turkish war, the Crimean War (1853–1856). It marks the beginning of modern Romanian society, when windows to Europe were eventually opened and Romanian society embarked on a speedy process of re-inventing itself. The introduction of Shakespeare in the Romanian Principalities was part of an important process of cultural import from France which made possible the break with the pre-modern Ottoman heritage and the redefinition of Romanian political and cultural identity in the terms of, and after the models offered by, Western societies.

As was the case in other (East)European cultures, French translations of English literature (Shakespeare included) played the role of mediators, ensuring access to English texts, in a context in which there was no direct contact with English culture.² Earlier French rewritings of Shakespeare by Jean-François Ducis had a wide circulation in Europe, reaching Poland and Russia in the East, Spain

---

¹ Among the most important contributions on German and French adaptations see Schulze (1993, 55–74), Gibińska (2014), Minier (2014), and Nicolaescu (2014).

and Portugal in the West or Italy in the South; they further provided the text for the earliest translations of Shakespeare in the respective languages. What is singular about the reception of the French Shakespeare in Romanian culture is that it occurred relatively late and did not involve Ducis’s adaptations; what was introduced into the Romanian Principalities were the re-workings of the Romantic generation that rejected Ducis and the neo-classical norms associated with his “imitations.” While the cultural mediation and circulation of Ducis’s plays has received much critical attention, the transnational dissemination of later romantic French adaptations of Shakespeare has largely been ignored. One reason for this lack of interest is the long staying power of Ducis, who was performed at the Comédie Française until late into the nineteenth century and the correspondingly tenuous hold that the Romantic Shakespeare had on the French elite stages. Another reason has to do with the lack of cultural prestige of popular Shakespeare adaptations performed on Boulevard stages. While scholarship has paid scant attention to the Shakespeare performed on these stages, the diffusion of popular adaptations across the continent has been ignored altogether. This

---

3 Ducis’s adaptations were designed to re-work Shakespeare’s texts so as to make them “fit” the norms and neoclassical restrictions in force in eighteenth-century France. His rewritings enjoyed a long lasting success on the stage of the Comédie Française until the latter half of the nineteenth century. For the major changes in plot, characters and versification introduced by Ducis to make Shakespeare acceptable to the French audience, see Willems (2010, 95–99) and Pemble (2005, 240–42). For an overview of Ducis’s circulation in late eighteenth-century and early nineteenth-century Europe, see Stokes (2012, 299).

4 Ducis’s views were powerfully contested by Victor Hugo and the other French romantic playwrights and poets in the 1830s. On Victor Hugo “as anti-Voltaire” and hence a critic of Ducis, see Willems (2010, 41–43).

5 In Lambert’s view, the relative failure of the Romantic Shakespeare to conquer the French stage and the persistence of the neo-classical Ducis were determined by the autonomy of the theater from the literary movements of nineteenth-century France. However, Lambert focuses almost exclusively on the elite theaters and disregards the popular ones (1993, 36–37).

6 There is a recent critical movement towards the reconsideration of the theatrical innovations produced on the Boulevard stages which were long dismissed as spectacular and commercial (Thomasseau 2009).

7 Lambert acknowledges that Alexandre Dumas Sr. provided the “theatrical Shakespeare” of the nineteenth century (1993, 38), but does not discuss his Hamlet at Théâtre Historique. Pemble examines the Dumas-Meurice version of Hamlet in greater details, though in a most disparaging manner (2005, 110–17).
paper is going to focus on one of these popular melodramatic adaptations, once successful and now fallen into oblivion, and will follow its journey towards what was considered to be Europe's borderland, i.e. the Romanian Principalities. I will look at the double process of de- and re-contextualization involved in reworking Shakespeare (in French and in Romanian). Particular emphasis will be placed on the cultural and political meanings first injected into Shakespeare in the French adaptation and then carried across and modified in the Romanian translation.

The first Shakespearean performance, staged in Iaşi (the capital of the Principality of Moldova) in 1850, was the Romanian version of a French adaptation of *The Merchant of Venice*, which in Romanian was entitled *Shylock* sau *Sânetul de singe* ([Shylock or the Blood Bond]). The title seemed to be subject to variation and uncertainty: the play was referred to as both *The Merchant of Venice* and *Shylock*. Unfortunately, the play text did not survive so that our analysis has to rely merely on the information provided by the review of this performance, where Shakespeare's title and the title of the adaptation were interchangeable (Burada 1975, 341). The same review described the play as having been written by the famous author Shakespeare, and it further specified that it was translated from French by A. Vasiliu. There is no mention of any adaptor or a translator of the Shakespearean text into French who might have given the play the title *Shylock*. One can infer that the Romanian public at that time was little interested in differentiating between the original and its French re-working. Hence the smooth passage from the title of the original to that of the adaptation. The Romanian translator A. Vasiliu was well-known within the Iaşi theater circles for his successful translation of Lamarteliiere's adaptation of Schiller's play *Die Rauber* (The Bandits). Shakespeare, like Schiller and other European canonical writers (Young, Byron), was introduced to this part of Europe via French adaptation of the source text. Given the cultural

8 "Reprezentații dramei renumitului autor Sacșpir, intitulată *Neguritorul din Veneția* ([Sânetul de Singe]) ne-au dat alături o probă despre gradul și talentul actorilor nostri, nu mai puțin traducătorului din limba franceză A. Vasiliu" [The performers of the drama of the famous author Shakespeare, called *The Merchant of Venice* (*The Blood Bond*) gave us yesterday a proof of the talent of our actors and of the translator from French A. Vasiliu], Gazeta de Moldova 101 (20 December 1851), quoted in Burada (1975, 341). Note that Shakespeare's play is referred to with both titles, the original title and the alternative title of the French adaptation.
prestige of French, the Romanian public fully adopted the French domestication of the sources and credited the respective re-writings as representative of the original.

The same French adaptation of Shakespeare’s *The Merchant of Venice* was re-translated into Romanian for performances in Wallachia (also called Țara Românească), the southern Romanian Principality. The 1854 production of the play in Bucharest bears a slightly different title, *Shylock evreul sau învoiala de sînge* [Shylock, the Jew or the Blood Bargain]. This time, the translation, available in manuscript form, mentions not only the Romanian translator (A. Teulescu), but also the French author of the adaptation: Mr. D’Alboaz. The name “D’Alboaz,” however, is misleading, as it is a conflation of the names of the two French authors of the adaptation, M. Du Lac and Jules-Edmond Alboise.

Romanian scholarship has largely ignored this version, first because it is an adaptation and secondly because it was impossible to identify the French source text. I. Horia Radulescu was the first critic to mention it. He discussed six early nineteenth-century French-based Romanian translations of Shakespeare, tracing and comparing their respective source texts, which he identified as subsequent revisions of Pierre Letourneur’s eighteenth-century version. As he did not know the source text of *Shylock*, Radulescu only provided basic performance-related information (1938, 260.) Alexandru Duțu has been the first scholar to discover the manuscript in the library of the Academy in 1964. He no longer includes the text under the heading of translations of Shakespeare, but relegates it to Shakespeare “adaptations.” As Duțu also takes at face value the supposed author’s name of “D’Alboaz,” the puzzle around the French source is not solved. The manuscript has not attracted any further critical attention, mostly due to its low status as a translation of an adaptation.10

What is further intriguing about the manuscript version is the fact that it does not mention where the French text was first performed.

---

9 Not unlike many translations commissioned for the stage throughout the nineteenth and twentieth century, the only extant manuscript, surviving in the Library of the Romanian Academy, has never been published.

10 I would like to mention the important help Fernando Cioni gave me in identifying the French adaptation which helped me find the two authors.
By contrast, the French original, published in Paris in 1830, does provide a whole list of details missing in the Romanian translation: it specifies that the play is a drama (not a comedy); that it has three acts (the usual structure of melodramas) and that it was performed at Le Théâtre de la Porte Saint Martin in April 1830. Though the Romanian translation follows the original in a most faithful way, it omits this important information. It might be assumed that these data were not considered relevant to Romanian audiences, not even to the censorship committee inspecting the text in 1854, at a time of political unrest at the height of the Crimean War.\(^\text{11}\) However, there is plenty of evidence to suggest a different hypothesis. Romanian theater producers were eager to advertise the initial place of performance of a play, as its re-staging also involved a transfer of cultural capital associated with the initial theater. Furthermore, the Romanian public was well familiar with the theater of Porte Saint Martin, holding it in greater regard than the Comédie Française, which was thought to be ossified and outmoded.\(^\text{12}\) Actors would regularly buy play texts of the performances staged there, convinced they would succeed in Romanian theaters (Ollanescu 1981, 231). Both actors and audience were equally aware of the involvement of this theater not only in the artistic revolution of the Romantics but also in the political events of the 1830 July Revolution and later on in the 1848 events.\(^\text{13}\) Therefore, the omission of the name of the French theater and the conflation of the authors’ names might well have been a deliberate ruse to hoodwink the censors, known to suppress anything associated with political protest.

Nevertheless, the fuzziness around the title and authorship of the play begs the question about the knowledge that the Romanian audience had of Shakespeare at the time of his introduction onto the Romanian stage. How much of a canonical author was Shakespeare considered? How well known were his plays? Did the Shakespeare bardolatry precede knowledge of his plays, as had been the case in Hungary? (Davidházi 1993; 1998). What were the consequences of the French mediation for the early reception of Shakespeare in this

\(^{11}\) For detailed information on how the censorship in the theater worked at that time, see Radulescu (1935, 42-44).

\(^{12}\) See note 22 below.

\(^{13}\) Many members of the audience had spent their student days in Paris at the time and even actively participated in the revolutionary events.
part of Europe? To answer some of these questions, I will first look at the early material traces of Shakespeare’s works in the two Romanian Principalities. Next, I will take up the discussion of the French adaptation of The Merchant of Venice and look into the reasons it resonated with the Romanian public twenty-five years after its first performance in Paris. Particular attention will be paid to the melodramatic re-working that Shakespeare’s play underwent in French. Did this mediation impede or facilitate the early Romanian reception of Shakespeare?

**Shakespeare’s early routes of entry into the Romanian Principalities**

The first important shipments of Shakespeare’s works in German and French translation into this part of Europe took place in 1840 and were ordered by two major book stores, Bell and Henning, located in Iași. The records show that earlier on, in 1838, Adolf Henning, a teacher of German at an elite school in Iași (“Institutul de baieti de pe dealul Miroslavei”) had ordered several copies of Shakespeare’s “Werke” in the Schlegel and Tieck translation for his students (Ionita 2007, 112). In 1841, a shipment of plays by Victor Hugo, Dumas, and Casimir Delavigne also included Ducis’s works (Ionita 2007, 157). Given the late arrival of the Ducis imitations to the Romanian Principalities, at a time when the reaction of the French romantics against Ducis and the neoclassical theater had already been embraced in Romania, Ducis’s imitations of Shakespeare had little resonance with the public. Further shipments of Ducis’s versions were discontinued after 1842. Instead, there was a sudden demand for Shakespeare, with several shipments of his works in French being registered with both book vendors, Bell and Henning. Over the next years, the import of Shakespeare’s plays in both French and German continued at an increasing pace (Ionita 2007, 104, 112, 119, 130). Unfortunately, similar data are unavailable on the import of Shakespeare books to Bucharest, but the pattern of importing Shakespearean texts must have been similar. There is one difference, however: Tara Romaneasca was almost exclusively a francophone country, with only few German books imported here. No German book was reviewed in the major journals of the time. Consequently, we can safely infer that fewer editions of Shakespeare in German were circulated here than were in Moldova.
Operatic adaptations provided another venue for the introduction of Shakespeare to the Romanian audience. The archives of the year 1840, when the first important shipment of Shakespeare's plays took place, also include an invoice for Rossini's opera Otello in French. By this date foreign opera troupes (with German, Italian or French singers) along with French and German theater troupes had become hugely fashionable and were generously financed by the authorities; in stark contrast, the newly established Romanian theaters were left unfunded. Though accused of impeding the development of the local Romanian theater, foreign troupes played an important role as transnational agents disseminating Western culture in Europe's borderland. The success of the 1842 performances in French of Rossini's Otello and of Bellini's Capuleti et Montecchi stimulated the audience's interest in Shakespeare and created a market for his plays. It probably determined an increase in the orders for Shakespeare's works in French translation the same year as well. Furthermore, the operatic performances can be said to have precipitated the translation of Othello and Romeo and Juliet through Letourneur's French versions and their publication in 1848.

One reason for the success of the operatic versions of Shakespeare's plays lies in the high status that the opera enjoyed at the time. Romanian audiences enthusiastically embraced the Italian

---

14 For the relationship between opera, melodramatic adaptations and Shakespeare, see Sanders (2012, 188–97).

15 The first Italian opera was set up in Moldova in 1837. A highly successful opera troupe was directed by the German soprano Henriette Karl, who used to sing at the Prussian court, another by the Greek manager Papanicola who had set up the first opera in Istanbul. Sometimes French troupes would not come down from Paris but from Odessa, Russia, thereby setting up an Eastern European connection (Burada 1975, 129). On foreign companies in the Romanian Principalities in the early nineteenth century and on the cosmopolitan audience they played for, see Ollanescu (1981, 240–43), Burada (1975, 350–59), and Boia (2015, 19).

16 Letourneur was known to the Romanian public from his translations of Young's poems, which were initially as popular as Byron's.

17 There was a craze for the Italian opera in all the important cities of the two principalities, including provincial cities like Craiova and Pitesti. All of the works of Rossini, Bellini, Donizetti, Karl Maria von Weber, Verdi and later on Wagner were performed in Italian, French or German. Authorities strongly subsidized and encouraged foreign opera companies who were eager to bring celebrities to this part of the world. (Liszt came in 1846, Adela Ristori in the early 1860s, etc.).
opera as an emblem of their radical break with the Ottoman traditions and as an icon of their new affiliation with European modernity. Translations into Romanian of opera librettos, including of course Rossini’s Otello, were a big market success in the 1850s (Cornea 1966, 55-58). The Romanian passion for Rossini’s Otello lasted until the 1870s, when Salvini’s and Rossi’s performances of Shakespeare’s Othello reoriented the public’s interest towards Shakespeare’s play. In 1845, before the publication of the first Romanian translation of Othello, the bulk of the Romanian public was familiar only with Rossini’s version of the story. Even theater critic and dramatist Cezar Bolliac wrote a detailed review of a performance of the opera in Bucharest and mentioned Shakespeare only in passing, as a re-writer of Cinthio (Bolliac 1836). Although Bolliac was the first Romanian critic to write an essay on Shakespeare in 1836 (Bolliac 1836; Grigorescu 1971, 4), his knowledge of the plays was rather derivative and his essay largely reproduced Hugo’s views on Shakespeare’s genius as expressed in the preface to Cromwell. In conclusion, the opera can be said to have lent prestige and popularity to Shakespeare’s plays.

For all the huge prestige that Hugo enjoyed in the Romanian Principalities at the time,18 his exalted views on Shakespeare did not play an important role in Romanian literary life.19 Shakespeare was only named once, in a sequence of authors that starts with Schiller. While Romanian writers were enthusiastic supporters of Hugo, Dumas and Delavigne and of their defeat of the neoclassic tradition,20 the use of Shakespeare in this clash did not have any

---

18 Almost all of Hugo’s plays were translated and performed in the 1840s and 1850s (Petrea 45, 159).

19 Surprisingly, the preface to Cromwell was neither translated into Romanian nor discussed in literary debates. Likewise, the battle of Hernani, i.e. the dispute between the two literary camps in France in which Hugo had mobilized Shakespeare’s example, did not have any resonance with Romanian writers (Cornea 2008, 227).

20 “Pe ideea asta, o gloată de scriitori a năbușit pe scena Frantii, au introdus pe teatrul sistemului lui Sakispir, Goethe si Siler. Dar nu tuturora le e dat sa scrie ca Sakispir sau Siler [...] si opintirile lor n-au făcut decit sa strălucesc adevăratii poeti si scriitori precum Hugo, Delavigne, Dumas. Aceștia înțelegind duhul parterului ce se situase de tragediile înalte ale lui Corneli, elegiicice ale lui Rasin si filozofice ale lui Volter, și-au croit o sistemă mai potrivită pentru veacul lor [...]” [Working on this idea, a band of writers have flooded the French stages and have introduced into the theater the system of Shakespeare, Goethe and Schiller [...] and their stumbling and fumbling have set off
particular resonance in Romanian cultural life. The Romanian Romantic Movement did not emerge in a conflict against the norms and values of the Enlightenment nor could the figure of Shakespeare be enlisted in any cultural or political struggle, the way he was deployed in other parts of Europe. Consequently, he got relatively glossed over. He was an “other,” placed at a double remove from Romanian culture. His reception needed heavy mediation via more familiar theatrical genres.

The appeal of the melodramatic version of *The Merchant of Venice*

Why did the Romanian actors, going to Paris in the early 1850s to get updated on the latest theatrical hits, accept an adaptation of *The Merchant of Venice* that had been staged twenty years before? Why did they choose an adaptation and not a more “faithful” and prestigious translation of Shakespeare such as Alfred de Vigny’s *The Merchant of Venice* (1827) or his *Othello* (1829)?

One obvious reason is that the Romanian actors were more interested in the popular performances on the Boulevard stages, where Shakespeare was present, albeit in heavily appropriated and re-written versions that sometimes bore little resemblance to the original (Pemble 2005, 98–100).21 Théophile Gautier was critical of these frivolous “imitations,” which both grossly domesticated Shakespeare and further combined him with material drawn from Gothic writers, such as Ann Radcliffe and Lewis (Gautier 1859, 19; Pemble 2005, 101; Clark-Wehinger 2005, 67). Gérard de Nerval particularly objected to such eclecticism, fearing that the vulgarization of Shakespeare in the popular “imitations” might

---

21 Not all French critics were fully aware of the difference between the “faithful” versions (still heavily purged and re-written to suit the French taste) and the mere “imitations.” Thus *Le Figaro* of April 20 1830 cannot distinguish between De Vigny’s “faithful” translation for the stage and Du Lac and Alboise radical re-writing of *The Merchant of Venice* (Bassan 1984, 41). For the French tendency to take adaptations as representative of the original Shakespearean play see Morse (2004, 113).
undermine the Romantic reformation of the French theater that had taken Shakespeare for its model (Clark-Wehinger 2005, 97, 131).

The Shylock staged at Le Théâtre de la Porte de Saint Martin provided an instance of the eclecticism which the French literary circles objected to, as it combined the Shakespearean plot with fashionable elements of the “drame sociale,” the three unities of the French classic theater, plus some Gothic violence in the ending. Nerval dismissed the Shylock figure, who does get his pound of flesh in the end, “as a caricature of Shakespeare’s character, ruled merely by passions and instinct” (Clark-Wehinger 2005, 98). The performance, however, proved successful and was staged in France well into the 1840s.

I would like to advance three reasons that might have prompted the Romanian actors to choose this Shakespearean adaptation over other more “faithful” versions, which enjoyed the critics’ support. To begin with, it is a prose translation; secondly, it has the appeal of the melodrama, thus ensuring a quick box office success; and thirdly, it could mobilize revolutionary meanings on the Romanian stages.

Du Lac and Alboise’s prose version was easier to translate than a more “faithful” translation in verse, such as de Vigny’s Le Marchand de Venise. The Romanian language was still in the early stages of modernization and hardly lent itself to the translation of French alexandrines. The 1855 translation of Dumas’s version of Hamlet in verse proved a disaster and compromised the performance of a most expected play. At the same time, Romanian translators had already acquired significant experience translating the colloquial prose of melodramas.

The melodramatic format must have appealed to the actors since they were aware that this highly emotional style was essential for the survival of the newly established theaters in the Romanian Principalities, where melodrama had strong appeal, and would ensure the allegiance of a large and varied audience. The clichés of the genre, much maligned by literary critics, nonetheless facilitated cultural adaptation and absorption of Western into Eastern culture.

---

22 An important key to its success was the spirited performance of Shylock’s role by Bocage, one of the most important and innovating actors of the Boulevard theaters, who could masterfully combine the old declamatory style with the new “natural acting,” learned from the English players.
Romanian theaters were particularly receptive to the second wave of melodramas written in the late 1920’s and ‘30’s by Victor Ducange and his school. These plays tried to occupy a middle ground between the “classic” type that emerged in post-revolutionary France and a more temperate approach that recuperated themes of the Enlightenment related to social and political issues, such as tolerance, justice, opposition to tyranny. This type of drama fits well with the “half romantic” nature of the Romanian literature in the 1830-1860 period, where features of the Enlightenment and Romanticism coexisted and interacted, both being regarded as revolutionary departures from the dominant traditions (Nemoianu 1984, 125–26). Romanian theater professionals and public alike appreciated the political and civic potential of these “liberal” melodramas and lumped them together with Romantic prose dramas by Hugo and Dumas, all initially performed at the theater of La Porte de Saint Martin in the 1830s.

One more reason for the appeal of melodrama to the Romanian public was the conservative patriarchal values enshrined by the style (Przybos 1987). These values were in consonance with the views embraced in the Romanian society of the time and provided a common ground for the otherwise diverging French and Romanian social realities. The melodramatic adaptation of The Merchant of Venice applied a radical re-writing of the moral make-up of Bassanio and Portia. The latter, renamed Nerissa, is no longer a wealthy heiress, but a destitute poetess who lacks the money to bury her mother. Portia alias Nerissa does not disguise herself and therefore does not transgress against the traditional gender roles which had been reinforced by the French Restauration. She still wields a controversially strong power as a popular poetess, who can

---

23 For the importance of distinguishing between various types of melodrama and the changes it underwent, see Thomasseau (2009). British critics have been mostly interested in the earlier, “classic” melodrama which emerged in the post-revolutionary years and was exported to Britain in the Napoleonic period (Cox 2007; Moody 2004; Bratton 2007).

24 Relatively little has been written on the “second wave” of melodramas and its social oriented character; for best analyses see Thomasseau (2009), and Le Hir (1992).


26 Melodramas promoted the reinforcement of traditional definitions of femininity that was predicated on women’s dependence on the husband and father (Perrot 1994).
manipulate the “people” into rebelling against the Duke. Bassanio is Antonio’s son (Antonio is the arch-villain in the play, yet does not appear on the stage); he is no longer the profligate wooer but Portia’s/ Nerissa’s secret financial supporter who asks Shylock for a loan to help her out. In a typically melodramatic manner, the adaptation suppresses the complex interlocking between commerce and romance in Shakespeare’s play and rewrites the heroes as unambiguously virtuous victims. Bassanio adopts the sacrificial position of a Christ-like figure: he and not Shylock is the one who suggests the blood deal and offers his own piece of flesh as a warrant.

Family values are further reinforced; Shylock is a most loving father, not short on sympathy and fellow-feeling and initially forgives his daughter’s transgressive feelings towards a Christian. Jessica is not a rebel and reciprocates her father’s love with filial piety: she does not actually consent to her elopement and has to be abducted. Jessica attends the trial in order to defend her father and places herself between him and the enraged people.

The choice of an older version of the play over a more fashionable one could further be explained from a political perspective. Paris was a fascinating cultural capital for the Romanian intelligentsia on account of the combination of the political and artistic emancipation they found there. Romanian actors identified this political edge in the plays of the 1830s, staged around the July revolution, rather than in the repertoires of the late 1840s. It was in that earlier period that the relation between Romanticism and revolution was established in the theater. As Anne Ubersfeld (1968, 20) has pointed out, to be a Romantic meant to be against the government—in particular, to be against its fierce political and cultural censorship. Boulevard theaters—one of them being Le Théâtre de la Porte Saint Martin, where Shylock was performed—became hot spots in the July Revolution, with theater people fighting on the barricades (Duby and Ariès 1994, 462).

27 In the first act, several poor people praise his acts of charity and project him as a Robin Hood figure who rips off the rich to help the poor: “Le jeune pauvre: Oui, Shylock est dur aux riches, mais il est bon, humain pour nous” (Du Lac and Alboise 1830, 2; my emphasis).
The Shylock of this version is reconfigured as a spokesman of the Droits de l’Homme and of the great ideals of the 1789 French Revolution of égalité- fraternité- liberté. He confesses to his daughter early in the play:

J’étais né avec une âme tendre et généreuse [...] et le juif comme le chrétien était un frère à mes yeux; [...] je croyais qu’une âme grande, une figure humaine me rendait l’égal des autres hommes; je ne savais pas que le titre d’esclave était attaché aux vêtements de ma nation.

(Du Lac and Alboise, 1830; 14; my translation and my emphasis)

[I was born with a loving and generous soul [...] and the Jew just like the Christian was a brother to me [...] I believed that a large soul and a human appearance would render me the equal of other men; I did not know that the label “slave” had been attached to the clothes of my nation.]

Shylock’s thirst for revenge is further re-designed in keeping with the notion in the Declaration of the right to resistance and to redress for injury, notions which Benjamin Constant further developed.28

What is particularly interesting about this adaptation is that Shylock’s personal action of revenge is coupled with a more impersonal legal initiative. He proposes to the Jewish community to use their financial clout and oblige the Duke and the senate to pass a law that secures what the French text calls “les franchises de notre nation” [the rights/freedoms of our nation]. Du Lac and Alboise conflate here the two Venetian outsiders—Othello and Shylock.29

Shylock finds himself in the position of being asked to save the Venetian state not militarily but financially. The play expands the suggestion in Shakespeare’s play of an alternative civic community around the synagogue (Lupton 2005) and introduces a council of the Jewish community which debates the loan to be granted to the state. In a most unexpected strategy of turning tables and propelling the underdog into a position of power, Du Lac and Alboise have the Duke come to the Jewish council to beg for assistance. Shylock, as leader of his community, proposes that in exchange of the loan given to Venice, the Jewish community should ask for the adoption of a

---

28 I have discussed this aspect at large (Nicolaescu 2011).

29 For the discussion of similar conflations of Othello and Shylock, see Bassi (2011, 239-42).
new law that would secure their rights to equal and non-discriminating treatment and to the inviolability of property:

[…] le ciel remet encore une fois le destin de Venise en nos mains. Ces patriciens si fiers, ce sénat si superbe, le doge lui-même implorent aujourd’hui notre appui. Esclaves soumis, hier nous courbions humblement nos fronts devant eux. Les rôles ont changé. Ce sont les maîtres qui prient maintenant, et qui attendent avec anxiété que nous leur tendions une main secourable. Que faut-il faire? Laisser consommer leur ruine, et fuir avec nos trésors loin d’un pays où chacun de nos services est payé par une persécution nouvelle, ou bien oublier le passé, les sauver encore, mais en assurant cette fois et pour toujours les franchises de notre nation ! Parlez, mes frères, que décidez-vous?

[The heavens have once again put the fate of Venice into our hands. These proud patricians, this great senate, the doge himself beg us to come to their help. Yesterday we were still humble slaves who bowed down before them, today the roles have changed. Now the masters beg us and wait anxiously for us to give them a helping hand. What shall we do? Shall we let them be ruined and run away with our fortunes far away from a country where our charitable acts are rewarded with renewed persecutions, or shall we forget the past, forgive them, yet this time take action to secure once and for all the freedoms/rights of our nation? Say brethren, what is your decision?] (Du Lac and Alboise, 1830, 5–51; my translation and my emphasis)

It is beyond doubt that the French political reconfiguration of Shylock must have appealed to the Romanian theater people during the Russian occupation in the early 1850s. Shylock is hardly identified with the Jewish minority in the Romanian Principalities, whose numbers were just beginning to grow and became a target of anti-Semitic feelings. The Shylock of this version is read as a champion for equality and democratic rights and as such shares many features with the revolutionaries of the generation of Forty-Eight. In this period, the “Forty-Eighters” (i.e. the participants in the 1848 Revolution) at home and in exile were organizing a follow-up to the action of national and political liberation initiated in 1848. The revolutionaries were determined to use the Crimean War for the opportunities it opened up to liberate the country from the Russian protectorate and to negotiate a greater autonomy from the Ottoman Empire. The revolutionaries’ agenda further included the recognition by the Sublime Porte of a new republican government
and the extension of political rights and liberties granted to the Romanian population. In spring 1854 there broke out a series of uprisings against the Russians (the “barbarians from the North”) (Barbu 2003, 11); an army in the southern part of the country had been organized and a republican government was in the making. The revolutionaries’ plans fell through when Austria invaded the country and made a separate settlement with the Ottoman Empire. Given this political context, Shylock’s active stance and refusal to bow down to oppression in Du Lac and Alboise’s adaptation must have resonated deeply with the Romanian audience.

The Romanian translation of “les franchises de notre nation” introduced a slight change that pointed directly to the local political events. The word “franchises” is translated with “eliberare”—meaning not merely freedoms/rights but “liberation.” This coincides with the fact that at that time the new revolutionary government and General Magheru, who was in charge of organizing the military insurrection, had advanced “a new Constitution of the Romanian Principalities, drawn up on the basis of the desires of the Romanian people, the progress of time and the security of the Ottoman Empire” (Barbu 2003, 76). The similarity between the two proposals must have had a titillating impact on the Romanian audience.

The translation of the play smuggled onto the Romanian stage a rich human rights vocabulary. References to equality, the rights of the individual, protection against unjust laws, as well as legal terms like contract, convention, warrant, not only supplied a “foreignizing” effect (Venuti 1995) but also conveyed an indirect political statement in favor of reform and modernization. The success of the first production of a Shakespearean play on the Romanian stages was therefore less indebted to the prestige of the Bard and more to the innovative cultural and political transfer that the radical French adaptation performed on the Romanian stage.

To conclude: this paper has been discussing the French route of Shakespeare’s circulation across Europe to its south-eastern border. Contact with Shakespeare occurred later here than in Central Europe or Russia and coincided with the dissemination of Romantic French theater and Italian opera. What was first performed in Bucharest was a French melodramatic re-writing that radically reconfigured both the plot and the Shylock figure. I have been trying to argue that it is this very re-writing, taken as representative of the original, which
best fitted the cultural and political context of a Shakespeare performance in a part of Europe that was trying to free itself both from the Russian occupation and the Ottoman rule. Given the heavy mediation of the Shakespearean play, what was mostly transferred to the Romanian stage had less to do with Shakespeare’s England and much more with modern nineteenth-century French culture.
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Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice Act 4 scene 1 with analysis and notes, from Shakespeare Online.

Which if thou follow, this strict court of Venice. Must needs give sentence 'gainst the merchant there. SHYLOCK. My deeds upon my head! I crave the law, The penalty and forfeit of my bond. PORTIA.Â You taught me first to beg; and now methinks. You teach me how a beggar should be answer'd. 440. BASSANIO. Good sir, this ring was given me by my wife; And when she put it on, she made me vow. That I should neither sell nor give nor lose it. The first recorded performance was not until 10 February 1605, Shrove Tuesday, when The Merchant of Venice was given by the King's Men at court before King James I. The King commanded a second performance for the following Tuesday. Publication in quarto and folio. The Merchant of Venice appeared in five editions before 1642. First quarto, 1600. Printed from a manuscript very close to Shakespeareâ€™s autograph, perhaps a fair copy from his foul papers. Second quarto, dated 1600 on the titlepage but published in 1619. Printed from the first quarto, apparently with some editorial amendments. F... The Merchant Of Venice. 1597. Dramatis personae. The duke of venice. THE PRINCE OF MOROCCO, suitor to Portia THE PRINCE OF ARRAGON, " " ANTONIO, a merchant of Venice BASSANIO, his friend, suitor to Portia SOLANIO, friend to Antonio and Bassanio SALERIO, " " GRATIANO, " " LORENZO, in love with Jessica SHYLOCK, a rich Jew TUBAL, a Jew, his friend LAUNCELOT GOBBO, a clown, servant to Shylock OLD GOBBO, father to Launcelot LEONARDO, servant to Bassanio BALTHASAR, servant to.Â First, there is the Neapolitan prince. PORTIA.Â He hates our sacred nation; and he rails, Even there where merchants most do congregate, On me, my bargains, and my well-won thrift, Which he calls interest. Cursed be my tribe If I forgive him! BASSANIO. It was first published in 1600 from Shakespeare's original manuscript, which contained editing and proofreading insertions. It was published in its final form in 1623 as part of the First Folio, the first authorized collection of Shakespeare's plays. Sources .The probable main sources for The Merchant of Venice were Il Pecorone (1378), by Giovanni Fiorentino; Gesta Romanorum (Latin, 13th Century); oriental tales; and The Jew of Malta (circa 1590), by Christopher Marlowe (1564-1593). Settings .Â An essay on this page contends that Shakespeare wrote The Merchant of Venice partly to condemn the moral and ethical values of errant Christians, not the Jewish moneylender Shylock. Women can be just as competent as men, maybe even more so.